Client Worksheet 1
When OCD Begins
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD)
OCD has two main components: obsession and compulsion. The most wellknown compulsions are checking and washing, but there are many other types
of compulsions as well that are not so easily identiﬁable. For example, if you
have the obsession ‘I might be a dangerous person’, then you may frequently
mentally check yourself to ensure you might not be harming others. So here,
even though it is invisible to others, the mental checking is the compulsion.

What is an Obsession?
In the majority of instances, an obsession is no more than a doubt about what is
there. Often such doubts take the form of a possibility such as a ‘what if . . .’, a
‘might be . . .’ or a ‘could be . . .’ For example, if you check the door, then there
is a possibility or doubt that motivates you checking. Perhaps you believe that
you may not have properly locked the door, or that the lock might be damaged
and therefore not properly locked. This is the doubt or possibility we are talking
about.

Compulsions Always Start with Obsessions
If you do not have the obsession, then there would be no need to do the
compulsion. Likewise, if you did not have the obsession, then you would feel no
anxiety or discomfort either. For example, if you have the obsession ‘I might
have left the stove on’, then you may begin to worry about all sorts of possible
consequences such as that the house might catch ﬁre, or might worry about being
responsible for harming others. You would get anxious, and will then begin to
check the stove to reassure yourself that everything is OK. But none of these
actions would take place if was not for the obsession.

The Consequences of the Doubt Follow on from the
Initial Doubt
For example, using the above door checking example, a worry about someone
breaking into the house is not the primary doubt responsible for your anxiety.
This is only a consequence of the doubt, where you feel you might not have
locked the door correctly. Without the doubt, you would not worry about anyone
breaking in, and this worry is not where the problem starts.

Obsessional Doubts Do Not Come Out of the Blue
There may also be triggers for the doubt. For example, just walking past the
door can be a trigger for the doubt that it might be left unlocked, in the same
way that touching a metro pole could trigger the doubt that you might have been
contaminated. You also may have all sorts of reasons why you believe the doubt
to be realistic enough to act upon in the form of a compulsion. So it’s not like
there is nothing that precedes the doubt, which is an important aspect of
obsessional doubt you will learn more about in therapy later on.

Almost All Your Symptoms Follow from the Doubt
This is a very important point to understand. And if you did not experience the
doubt, you would stay ﬁrmly grounded in reality, in the here and now. You
would not get anxious and would not feel forced to do the compulsion. So the
doubt is the source of the problem. This is good news, because once you begin to
change the doubt, you will change everything that follows from it as well. It does
not matter which kind of OCD you have (see Figure 3.1).
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Maybe the
door is not
shut properly.

If it’s not shut,
the car will be
stolen.

I’ll be lost
without my
car.

I better check
the door.

What if I was
one of those
people?

If I was, I could
hurt my
children.

I couldn’t
live with
myself
knowing I’d
hurt a child.

I better take
precautions to
make sure I
don’t hurt
anybody.

Arranging
objects

Maybe this
object isn’t in
the right
place.

If it’s not, I
won’t be happy
with myself.

I’ll be
unhappy
knowing
things are
not placed
well.

I better move
it and keep it
well placed.

After a
social event
with friends

Maybe I said
something
wrong.

If I said
something
wrong, my
friends will
hold it against
me.

I feel
terrible to
think I’ve
hurt a
friend.

I’ll repeatedly
phone up a
friend for
reassurance.

Locking a
car door

Reading that
people can go
berserk and
hurt their
children

Throwing
out all old
newspapers

Maybe
there’s
something
important I
haven’t read.

If there is, I’ll
regret it
because I might
need it.

I can’t bear
to think I’m
wasting
information

Figure 3.1 Doubt is the source of the problem.

I’ll keep it
until I have
more time to
check.

